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Numbers from one to one hundred climb to the top of an apple tree in this rhyming chant.
A Text book Of Holiday Homework For UKG
Little Genius by flipClass is a series of high quality, engaging workbooks for Pre-schoolers/ Pre-K students. Little Genius books series for PreK includes all the multiple topics/concepts a child learns at this age. The books are prepared by expert teachers and experienced
academicians. The books are packed with plenty of learning activities to make learning fun and interactive. ’Phonics & Vocabulary’ book
helps the child learn the intricacies of pronunciation of all consonants, short vowels and long vowels. What’s more? This is also a Smartbook.
You can get your mobile phone to read out the words for you; read along with your mobile to learn the correct pronunciation of the words.
There are QR codes embedded in this book. Scan the codes with your mobile phone camera or a QR code reader app - your mobile phone
will read out the words. The child is introduced to plenty of sight words in every page with illustrations to help build vocabulary. Learning
outcomes of this book: a. Child will be able to pronounce correctly short vowels and long vowels sounds. b. Child will be able to pronounce
correctly sounds of consonants. c. Child will be able to identify and pronounce over 250 simple words. All pages are highly illustrative to keep
your child interested and engaged. These activities also help reinforce this learning in your child. Happy Learning.
NEW VERSION: Available now based on the 20th September 2019 CBSE Sample Paper. This English book is extra special as it was
prepared by a CBSE author who knows about CBSE markings, official paper setting and CBSE Class 10th Exam patterns more than any
other CBSE expert in the country. We were lucky to have him prepare the papers of this English book. It’s been bought by more than
20,000+ students since it came out in October 2019 and is our best-seller already. This Book Covers the following: - 10 Practice Papers
(solved) - 4 Self-assessment papers - CBSE September 2019 Sample Paper - CBSE March 2019 Board Paper (solved by topper) - CBSE
2018 Topper Answer Sheet Extra value items Added in this Book: - Utilising 15 minute reading time just before the exam (by CBSE topper) Structuring your English Exam 3 hours smartly (by CBSE Markers) - 2020 marking scheme points (value points) underlined in each sample
paper solution (CBSE markers look for these key points in your answers to allot full Marks). - The geometry section diagrams are accurately
drawn to clear your understanding of all kinds of geometry questions that can appear in the upcoming February 2020 exam. A must buy book
as vouched by many experts in English !
Self-Study Mode Ten Sample Question Papers covering important concepts from an examination perspective (1-5 solved and 1-5 for SelfAssessment) Exam Preparatory Material Answers from the CBSE Marking Scheme up to March 2020 Exam with detailed explanations as per
the word limit to score full marks in exam. Answering Tips & Commonly Made Errors for clearer thinking. All-in-One On tips notes, Mind Maps
& Grammar charts facilitate quick revision of chapters NCERT & Oswaal 150+ concept videos for digital learning. Latest CBSE Curriculum
Strictly based on the latest & reduced CBSE for Academic Year 2020-2021, for class 10th following the latest NCERT Textbook. Latest
Typology OF Questions Objective Type Questions & latest Visual Case Study based Questions included as per the latest design of the
question paper 2020 issued by CBSE on 9th October 2020. Most Likely Questions ‘Most likely questions’ generated by our editorial Board
with 100+ years of teaching experience.
This new edition incorporates revised guidance from H.M Treasury which is designed to promote efficient policy development and resource
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allocation across government through the use of a thorough, long-term and analytically robust approach to the appraisal and evaluation of
public service projects before significant funds are committed. It is the first edition to have been aided by a consultation process in order to
ensure the guidance is clearer and more closely tailored to suit the needs of users.
A high level of literacy in both print and digital media is required for negotiating most aspects of 21st-century life, including supporting a
family, education, health, civic participation, and competitiveness in the global economy. Yet, more than 90 million U.S. adults lack adequate
literacy. Furthermore, only 38 percent of U.S. 12th graders are at or above proficient in reading. Improving Adult Literacy Instruction
synthesizes the research on literacy and learning to improve literacy instruction in the United States and to recommend a more systemic
approach to research, practice, and policy. The book focuses on individuals ages 16 and older who are not in K-12 education. It identifies
factors that affect literacy development in adolescence and adulthood in general, and examines their implications for strengthening literacy
instruction for this population. It also discusses technologies for learning that can assist with multiple aspects of teaching, assessment,and
accommodations for learning. There is inadequate knowledge about effective instructional practices and a need for better assessment and
ongoing monitoring of adult students' proficiencies, weaknesses, instructional environments, and progress, which might guide instructional
planning. Improving Adult Literacy Instruction recommends a program of research and innovation to validate, identify the boundaries of, and
extend current knowledge to improve instruction for adults and adolescents outside school. The book is a valuable resource for curriculum
developers, federal agencies such as the Department of Education, administrators, educators, and funding agencies.

Various institutes and associations across the country conduct English Olympiads & Competitions for Class 1 students. This
specialized book has been designed to provide relevant and the best study material for the preparation for Class 1 students
preparing for English Olympiadsand competitions.This book has been designed to give the students an insight and proficiency into
almost all the areas of English asked in various English Olympiads. The present book has been divided into 12 chapters namely
Noun, Singular – Plural & gender, Pronoun, Verb, Articles, Preposition, Adjective, Jumbled Words & Sentences, Animal World,
Everyday Usage: Spoken & Written Expression, Word Power and Reading Comprehension. The book contains complete
theoretical content exactly on the pattern of various English Olympiads with sufficient number of solved examples set according to
the pattern and level of Indian National English Olympiads. Exercises have also been given in the book. Problems from recently
held Olympiads have also been given in the book. The book also contains three practice sets designed on the lines of the
questions asked in the precious years’ English Olympiads questions. Also answers and explanations for the practice sets have
been provided at the end.As the book contains ample study as well as practice material, it for sure will help aspirants score high in
the upcoming English Olympiads and competitions for Class 1 students.
• Strictly as per the new term wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for class 10 •
Multiple Choice Questions based on new typologies introduced by the board- I. Stand- Alone MCQs, II. MCQs based on AssertionReason III. Case-based MCQs. • Include Questions from CBSE official Question Bank released in April 2021 • Answer key with
Explanations
This book presents grammar in a listening context and includes the full range of exam tasks.
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This book is published by invincible publishers and we are proud to inform you that this is an Indian title. The author of the book is
also Indian.
A boy who can recall his past life. A hint of hidden treasure. An adventure in the desert of Rajasthan . . . In one of their most hairraising escapades ever, Feluda and Topshe set out for Rajasthan on the trail of the parapsychologist Dr Hajra and Mukul, a boy
who claims he remembers his previous life. On the way they meet Jatayu, an author of popular crime thrillers, who decides to
accompany them. After numerous adventures, including an impromptu camel ride across the desert, they reach Mukul’s Golden
Fortress, where Feluda unravels the many strands of a complex case.
Opposites entertain in this classic exploration of an important first concept, now available in an enlarged anniversary edition. Big
and small short and tall high and low fast and slow . . . This cherished board book from Sandra Boynton presents a number of
animals demonstrating various opposites—from big and small, to hot and cold, to weak and strong, and much, much more. The
illustrations are simple and charming, and the punchy, rhythmic rhymes just beg to be memorized. Now in a Special 30th
Anniversary Edition with an enlarged trim size and metallic ink on the cover, this Boynton classic and ideal toddler read-aloud is
even more special.
In a rhythmic alphabet chant, all the letters race one another up the coconut tree.

Genius Kids Worksheets for Ukg - Set of 8 Workbooks for UKG, KG-2 and Montessori (4-6 yrs) - Math & Logic, English,
Science, Games & ActivitiesflipClass
Designed to give children a real sense of achievement, easy learning books improve essential skills through activitypacked fun. The colourful, motivating activities help boost confidence and develop good learning habits for life. Parents’
notes are included to help you
• Strictly as per the new Semester wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for
class -10 • Largest pool of Topic wise MCQs based on different typologies • Answer key with explanations • Revision
Notes for in-depth study • Mind Maps & Mnemonics for quick learning • Concept videos for blended learning • Includes
Topics found Difficult & Suggestions for students. • Dynamic QR code to keep the students updated for 2021 Exam
paper or any further CISCE notifications/circulars
Results from national and international assessments indicate that school children in the United States are not learning
mathematics well enough. Many students cannot correctly apply computational algorithms to solve problems. Their
understanding and use of decimals and fractions are especially weak. Indeed, helping all children succeed in
mathematics is an imperative national goal. However, for our youth to succeed, we need to change how weâ€™re
teaching this discipline. Helping Children Learn Mathematics provides comprehensive and reliable information that will
guide efforts to improve school mathematics from pre--kindergarten through eighth grade. The authors explain the five
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strands of mathematical proficiency and discuss the major changes that need to be made in mathematics instruction,
instructional materials, assessments, teacher education, and the broader educational system and answers some of the
frequently asked questions when it comes to mathematics instruction. The book concludes by providing recommended
actions for parents and caregivers, teachers, administrators, and policy makers, stressing the importance that everyone
work together to ensure a mathematically literate society.
A unique blend of age-appropriate tracing and writing activities are combined with puzzles to make learning fun while
helping kindergarteners build alphabet and handwriting skills and develop lifelong learning confidence. Identifying letters
and learning to write letters and words are important steps toward reading readiness, and Highlights (TM) infuses Fun
with a Purpose® into these essential learning activities. With vibrant art and engaging prompts, Writing exposes
kindergarteners to letters and words through tracing and writing practice and the fun of puzzles and other activities,
including Hidden Pictures® puzzles and mazes.
Original text, modern Tamil, and English translations of Tirukkur?a?, ancient Tamil didactic verse work, by Tiruva??uvar,
Tamil poet.
Genius Kids Worksheets for Class 1 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced
academics, world class researchers and expert worksheet designers at flipClass. The worksheets are a treasure trove of
information with over 1200 curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in English, Mathematics and Science for 1st
Grade. It covers major portions of CBSE, ICSE and all state boards for 1st Grade or Class 1. The workbook's lively layout
and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive. The worksheets help parents and teachers to explain
key concepts with absolute ease. 1. Mathematics (2 workbooks) : Numbers, More on Numbers, Positions Shapes &
Patterns, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Money, Measurements & Time 2. English (2 workbooks): Capitalizing
Words & Names, Simple Sentences, Word Order, Question Sentences, Singular & Plural Nouns, Naming Words/Nouns,
Action Words/Verbs, Spellings, Punctuation, Sight Words, Framing Sentences, Adjectives, Small Compositions,
Prepositions, Conjunctions, Pronouns & Articles. 3. Science (2 workbooks): Family, Neighborhood, School, Body, Living
Things, Basic Needs, Healthy Habits, Travel, Festivals, Plants & Animals, Beautiful Earth, Universe.
• Chapter wise and Topic wise introduction to enable quick revision. • Coverage of latest typologies of questions as per the Board
latest Specimen papers • Mind Maps to unlock the imagination and come up with new ideas. • Concept videos to make learning
simple. • Latest Solved Paper with Topper’s Answers • Previous Years’ Board Examination Questions and Marking scheme
Answers with detailed explanation to facilitate exam-oriented preparation. • Examiners comments & Answering Tips to aid in exam
preparation. • Includes Topics found Difficult & Suggestions for students. • Dynamic QR code to keep the students updated for
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2021 Exam paper or any further CISCE notifications/circulars
NEW VERSION: Available now based on the 20th September 2019 CBSE Sample Paper. This Maths (Standard) book is extra
special as it was prepared by a CBSE author who knows about CBSE markings, official paper setting and CBSE Class 10th Exam
patterns more than any other CBSE expert in the country. We were lucky to have him prepare the papers of this Maths book. It’s
been bought by more than 20,000+ students since it came out in October 2019 and is our best-seller already. This Book Covers
the following: - 10 Practice Papers (solved) - 4 Self-assessment papers - CBSE September 2019 Sample Paper - CBSE March
2019 Board Paper (solved by topper) - CBSE 2018 Topper Answer Sheet Extra value items Added in this Book: - Utilising 15
minute reading time just before the exam (by CBSE topper) - Structuring your Maths Exam 3 hours smartly (by CBSE Markers) 2020 marking scheme points (value points) underlined in each sample paper solution (CBSE markers look for these key points in
your answers to allot full Marks). - The geometry section diagrams are accurately drawn to clear your understanding of all kinds of
geometry questions that can appear in the upcoming February 2020 exam. A must buy book as vouched by many experts in
Mathematics!
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral
and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression in South
Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a
quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political drama in the world.
As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in moving
the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights
and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take its place among
the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his
life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.
Baked, stewed, or mashed, pumpkins remind Rebecca Estelle of the Great Depression when that was all her family had to eat.
When an enormous pumpkin falls off a truck and smashes in her yard, Rebecca Estelle devises a clever way to get rid of the
unwanted crop that sprouts.
Genius Kids Worksheets is a series of high quality, engaging and colourful set of worksheets for pre-school, kindergarten and
primary grades by flipClass. The UKG (KG-2) package has set of 8 workbooks covering most topics your child learns in UKG (KG
-2, Montessori). This includes plenty of activities on numbers, math & logic, alphabets, words, reading, writing, rhymes and stories,
science, colouring, painting, arts and craft. Genius Kids worksheets make learning fun and interactive. The package contain
following 8 books: 1. ABCs: In this workbook, your child learns cursive writing of capital and small letters and writing small
sentences. 2. Spelling & Vocabulary: Your child learns spelling and pronunciation of naming, action, rhyming, sight words, making
small sentences, singular-plural, word pairs in this book. 3. Phonics: These worksheets contain all basic pronunciations developed
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using Jolly English Methodology. The child learns correct pronunciation with Smart QR technology. 4. Let's Learn to Read: This
book helps your child learn reading through stories and rhymes with colourful illustrations. You could read them out to your child as
bed-time stories too! 5. 123s: 123s helps the child master concepts in basic mathematics. The child learn numbers from 1 to 100,
counting, skip counting, backward counting, Addition & Subtraction with plenty of engaging exercises. 6. Mental Maths: Your child
learns more about numbers, 2D & 3D shapes, patterns, Data Interpretation and other activities which improves mental and
analytical ability. 7. Science Lab: Your child learns basic concepts of Environmental Sciences like Plants, Animals, Good Manners,
Healthy Food, Air & Water, Universe, Our Country in this workbook. 8. Fun & Games: These worksheets focus on enhancing
creativity of the child through drawing, origami, fun cut-outs, Jigsaw Puzzles.
Nurse Hana, thief Caravaggio and soldier Kip are brought together in an abandoned Italian villa at the end of World War II by a
nameless and hideously burned English patient.
Little Genius by flipClass is a series of high quality, engaging workbooks for Pre-schoolers/ Kindergarten students. Little Genius
books series for Kindergarten includes all the multiple topics/concepts a child learns at this age. The books are prepared by expert
teachers and experienced academicians. The books are packed with plenty of learning activities to make learning fun and
interactive. ’Phonics & Vocabulary’ book helps the child learn the intricacies of pronunciation of all consonants, short vowels and
long vowels. What’s more? This is also a Smartbook. You can get your mobile phone to read out the words for you; read along
with your mobile to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. There are QR codes embedded in this book. Scan the codes with
your mobile phone camera or a QR code reader app - your mobile phone will read out the words. The child is introduced to plenty
of sight words in every page with illustrations to help build vocabulary. Learning outcomes of this book: a. Child will be able to
pronounce correctly Short vowels and Long vowels sounds, Digraphs, Blends and Diphthongs. b. Child will be able to pronounce
correctly sounds of consonants. c. Child will be able to identify and pronounce over 250 simple words, learnt as sight words. d.
Child will learn Rhyming Words, Opposites and Word Pairs. e. Child will be able to make small sentences correctly. All pages are
highly illustrative to keep your child interested and engaged. These activities also help reinforce this learning in your child. Happy
Learning.
Axiom Business Book Award Silver Medalist in Leadership • Soundview Best Business Book A “Highest Rated CEO” who has
transformed his organization into a billion-dollar company and a “Top Place to Work” shows leaders how truly prioritizing
employees isn’t just good for employees—it’s good for business. Imagine a company where everybody loves to work, where
employees feel not just “satisfied” but truly cared for, respected, and energized. Think of the impact this would have on
recruitment, retention, customer satisfaction, innovation, and overall performance. Aron Ain, the award-winning CEO of Kronos, a
global provider of workforce management and human capital management cloud solutions, believes that anything is possible when
people are inspired. By embracing employee development and engagement as a growth strategy, Ain transformed his company’s
culture and built a billion-dollar business. This book takes leaders and managers inside Kronos’s highly admired WorkInspired
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culture, showing them the surprisingly simple rules to follow to replicate that success. Ain’s inspiring guide reveals the best
practices that have earned Kronos distinctions on coveted lists, such as Glassdoor’s 100 Best Places to Work, Fortune’s 100
Best Companies to Work For, Forbes’s America’s Best Employers, and the Boston Globe’s Top Places to Work. These include
over-communicating and truth-telling, trusting your people again and again, holding managers accountable for being great at what
they do, allowing employees flexible schedules and open vacation time, challenging your people to put the company out of
business with new and revolutionary ideas, and welcoming back boomerang employees. Many executives talk about how “their
people are their greatest asset.” Ain challenges leaders to “walk the talk” and put people first, whether they oversee a team of five
or an organization of 500,000. When they do, employees won’t be the only ones who thank them. Customers and shareholders
will, too.
Ready, Steady, Go! is a three-level, multi-component course for pre-primary students. It is a cohesive course designed to develop
the basic skills of language and numeracy at the pre-primary level. The course has been created keeping children at the core of
the learning process. The series includes books on English, Mathematics, Art and Craft as well as Environmental Science (EVS)
for Nursery, Lower KG and Upper KG.
Math activities for children in preschool through grade 5.
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums beyond 20."--cover.
Enjoyable mental exercises to help boost performance on IQ tests This engaging book offers readers the ultimate in calisthenics
for the brain. Using the same fun, informative, and accessible style that have made his previous books so popular, Philip Carter
helps people identify mental strengths and weaknesses, and provides methods for improving memory, boosting creativity, and
tuning in to emotional intelligence. Featuring never-before-published tests designed specifically for this book, plus answers for all
questions, this latest treasure trove from a MENSA puzzle editor outlines a fun, challenging program for significantly enhancing
performance in all areas of intelligence.
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